
Introduction 

The Playwright 

There are writers who say, "It 's good to have 

written, .. and there are writers who say, "It's good 

to write . .. I'm ofthe latter sort. 

Mark Medon: 2003 

Mark Medoff writes stories. He writes stories not only because he wants to, 

but also because he must. This somewhat selfish, self-absorbing, but nonetheless 

privileged and gratifying undertaking - as he describes it - inhabits him, much 

like the characters of his playscripts, screenplays, and novel insinuate themselves 

into his consciousness, whether or not he invites them. For Medoff, writing 

crystallizes human behavior; it dissects, massages, and textures thoughts and 

concerns which preoccupy him constantly and insist upon some sort of 

conceptualized release. This release is prolific and takes the form of fiction and 

nonfiction; screenplays, lyrics, librettos, and a novel; full-length, one-act, musical, 

non-musical, adult, family, and holiday plays. Writing cleanses Medoff of the 

sullying influences of world events and enables him to exorcise demons. 

The process by which this happens is habitual. In deeply concentrated work 

throughout early to late morning or afternoon hours, Medoff dismisses his 

perceptual, analytical self and allows pent up musings to spill out unabated, like 

so much projectile vomit (Mr. Medoff apologizes for this graphic but accurate 

analogy). Sometime around early afternoon, he escapes to the gym or some 

sports activity. For Medoff, exercise is an indispensable life function and a 

profoundly important formative influence dating back to the tender age of five or 
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six when his athletically accomplished father first taught him to throw and catch a 

ball. Now such activity serves as a catalyst, dislodging ideas and focusing his 

writing's sub-structure. Across the rest of the day, he remains imaginatively 

immersed in the work as evolving story particulars coalesce at preconscious 

levels, grapple for his attention, and periodically intrude upon his non-literary life. 

"Even when I think I'm not thinking, I am, " says Medoff, who confesses that for 

thirty-some years his good natured, remarkably accommodating wife Stephanie 

regularly admonishes, "Honey, you're not listening, what'd Ijust say? Now listen 

to me."1 And he does - until a word or phrase inevitably and irrepressibly 

activates one of the three or four projects he mentally sustains simultaneously. 

Initial versions of playscripts emerge quickly, even though Medoff gravitates 

towards subjects requiring exhaustive research. Each morning he tenaciously 

starts anew at the beginning of the script to finesse whatever he wrote the day 

before and then gradually fills out from there until he speedily assembles a 

working draft. He compares this roughing out phase to the swift growth rate of 

the pampas grass clustered near the end of his driveway in Las Cruces, New 

Mexico. He says, "If it's really quiet, I swear I can hear it growing. You can 

measure it in the morning and then come out at night and it's grown noticeably.,,2 

At the outset he may not know all the interrelated ways in which the action will 

unfold, but he intuitively knows the starting and likely ending points: "I sorta see 

the light way out there, and I sorta end up where I thought I was going. When I'm 

all finished, it's absolutely the same and totally different than when I started.") 

For Medoff, a produce-able playscript gains ultimate shape through three or 

four different productions across four or five years and commonly entails 

abundant, laborious rewrites - (interestingly, Children of a Lesser God, his 1980 

Tony Award winning hit, came to final fruition in just two years, a short gestation 

period for any Broadway play). He pledges endless patience to this 

developmental process, a kind of patience his restless, virile intellect and nearly 

insatiable appetite for accomplishment preclude in his everyday life. Along the 
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way he collaborates freely with colleagues who consistently praise his generosity 

and skill in evoking and incorporating their feedback and thus in binding them to 

the project. Medoff, himself, embraces this interdependent aspect of theatre, the 

challenge of assembling a team, the "collaboration of separate spirits who share 

the journey of a play's fate,'''' and above all else the familial nature of it. Since 

the latter 1970s, deaf actor Phyllis Frelich and her designer husband Bob 

Steinberg rank among those valued partners who most personally and 

significantly participate in Medoffs artistry. 

In preface notes to Children of a Lesser God reprinted in this text, Medoff 

intimately describes how he, Frelich, and Steinberg quite coincidentally enter into 

their first association. Events surrounding this early camaraderie resonate for lots 

of reasons, although three are most striking. First and foremost, Medoff (and his 

wife Stephanie) fell in love with Frelich and Steinberg, as all of them began to 

think of themselves more as siblings than as colleagues, as collaborators 

"unfettered by anything but the urge to do good work and love one another."s 

After twenty-five years this mutually invested friendship endures, entirely 

separate from the awe and respect with which they discerningly assess the other's 

talents and achievements. This intensely satisfying affiliation inspires these five 

anthologized playscripts, each of them created purposely to feature Phyllis Frelich 

in the central role. 

Second, work on Children ofa Lesser God triggered a crucial metamorphosis 

in Medoff. Prior to 1978, a volatile anger seething deep within him since early 

childhood darkly shaded his plays. Brutal, glib, violent, and sometimes suffering 

male protagonists rode roughshod over comparatively ineffectual, shallow female 

characters. Something of a "moralist-turned-metaphysical desperado,,,6 Medoff 

pulverized audiences, shocked them, made them squirm with cynical 

representations of a tense, inhospitable society. All this changed substantially 

while working on Children of a Lesser God at the Mark Taper Forum, when 

Medoff observed, 
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I am feeling like a nicer human being; I am writing more 

humanely. I'm aware of feeling rather obsessed with Stephanie 

and the children, with the warmth, the ... necessity of family 

. . . . I have never had much respect for the nature of most 

humans. Suddenly I am awash in it and trying to write characters 

with a humanity equal to that ofthe people portraying and helping 

me to complete them.? 

At the time, Medofrs wife and three daughters, as well as Frelich, infused Medoff 

with a whole different feeling about his feminine side which lay suffocated 

beneath weighty macho mythologies reminiscent of the 1950's silent, manly hero 

types. He began to view himself through his young daughters' eyes, realized 

"what a scumbag I was," and gradually surrendered his uncivilized, beast-like 

persona, as he describes the transformation.8 Balanced by the unequivocal love of 

and for these women, he engaged an androgynous writing perspective and newly 

forged Sarah Norman into a richly viable, passionately competitive character. 

This signal point of maturation in Medofrs creative life tempered all ensuing 

projects, including playscripts in this anthology. Medoff now fearlessly writes 

resourceful, provocative female characters entirely capable of coping with and 

even devouring their male counterparts. 

At about this same time, a different but related priority infiltrated Medofrs 

work. A self-professed old style existentialist - an embodiment of the teachings 

of Kierkegaard, Sartre, and Camus - Medoff clung to the belief that people 

possess the power and potential to change. Reaffirmed by love of family, he thus 

labored tirelessly to instill within his characters the large-size comprehension 

which generates survival and growth and, in tum, neutralizes an increasingly 

unfriendly, unyielding world. No matter how badly his characters behaved or 

what terrible thoughts they harbored, they all managed to improve somewhat. His 

writing now strives to make his children "want to want, to crave, to know joy ... 

to understand, to feel, to consume the incredible variety of experience around 
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[them] in a spirit of freedom and encouragement.,,9 The resulting optimism 

provides for his children and his children's children (and his audiences) "a 

tradition of heroism to which they can aspire, from which they can take hope in 

the present and conjure a future worth living."'o 

Third, Medoff began writing plays featuring deaf characters and in some 

instances exploring deaf culture issues. Essentially, he is a social issue 

playwright, always crafting complex, reflective, articulate characters who 

themselves delve into world complications. Yet, Medoff adamantly reiterates that 

social commentary is a fortuitous by-product rather than goal of his work. A very 

long time ago, his mother disabused him of the notion that his writing could 

measurably change the world or even a minimal number of people in it, a 

devastating revelation for an aggressive nineteen year old intent upon much 

greater impact. However, he soon reconciled that the inherent political dynamic 

of literature and the basis for effective storytelling reside most fundamentally in 

human behavior and how it manifests itself in thought, action, and relationship. 

His choice, then, to occasionally write for specific actors and his sensitivity 

towards their unique attributes help to configure his plays' characters and 

conflicts. This happened with Frelich whose stunning talent captivated Medoff. 

After Children ofa Lesser God, Medoff continued to construct roles and plays for 

her, all of them contained within this anthology. Two of them - Children of a 

Lesser God and Road to a Revolution - the first and the most recent, respectively, 

dramatize dense deaf culture issues. The remaining three do so only incidentally, 

even though the central character in each is deaf. 

These five plays constitute the largest canon of original, commercially 

produced plays involving deafness and/or deaf characters by a single hearing or 

deaf American playwright." Children of a Lesser God workshopped at the 

American Southwest Theatre Company at New Mexico State University in April 

of 1979, premiered at Los Angeles' Mark Taper Forum in October of 1979, and 

opened at Broadway's Longacre Theatre in 1980. The Hands of Its Enemy 
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workshopped at the American Southwest Theatre Company in spring of 1984, 

premiered at the Mark Taper Forum in the fall of 1984, and opened at New 

York's Manhattan Theatre Club in 1986; then Prymate (originally titled Gila) in 

1995 at the American Southwest Theatre Company, in 1998 at Los Angeles' 

Odyssey Theatre Ensemble, in substantially revised form in the winter of 2004 at 

Florida State University, and then at Broadway's Longacre Theatre in the spring 

of 2004; then A Christmas Carousel in 1996 at Oklahoma's Ardmore Little 

Theatre, and .in revised forms at the American Southwest Theatre Company in 

1997 and concurrently at The University of Oklahoma's School of Drama and 

Oklahoma City's Stage Center in 1999; and finally Road to a Revolution in 2001 

at Los Angeles' .DeafWest Theatre. 

To varying degrees, these plays illuminate aspects of deafness, relationships 

between deaf and hearing people, and ways in which deafness interacts with an 

array of social circumstances. Few other commercially produced plays attempt 

this. Notable exceptions include William Gibson's The Miracle Worker and 

Monday After the Miracle, Elmer B. Harris' Johnny Belinda, Pete Townsend's 

Tommy, John Guare's House ofBlue Leaves, Eugene Ionesco's The Chairs, Suzan 

L. Zeder's Mother Hicks, Beth Henley's The Debutante Ball, and a small 

sprinkling of others. The neglect is puzzling, especially in today's world so 

sensitively dedicated to recognizing and celebrating diversity. A cursory glimpse 

into the centuries-long stigmatization of hearing impaired people offers possible 

insights into the artistic neglect and establishes preliminary social background for 

the plays that follow. 

Deafness 

From as far back as at least the 4th century BCE, mainstream society has 

misunderstood and therefore marginalized deaf people and their evolving culture. 

In History ofAnimals, Aristotle described how "Men that are deaf are in all cases 
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also dumb; that is, they can make vocal sounds, but they cannot speak.,,12 

Regrettably, the Greek words for "deaf' and "speechless" sometimes also denoted 

"dumb" and- "stupid."IJ When viewed within this context, Aristotle's 

authoritative statement inaccurately characterized hearing impaired people as 

intellectually deficient. Ancient Romans slaughtered young hearing impaired 

children as liabilities to the State or else denied them legal rights and placed them 

under custody. 14 Medieval authorities feared hearing impairment as a massive 

obstacle to salvation, since people with this presumed defect could neither hear 

nor recite religious oaths. Medical practitioners attempted barbaric remedies for 

hearing loss through use of potions, purgatives, fumigations, and traditional 

bloodlettings, as well as through more curious practices like applying a slice of 

apple to the outer ear to lure out the supposedly offending worm. 15 As recently as 

the early-nineteenth century, American state laws prohibited so-called 

subordinate, burdensome deaf people from voting, forming contracts, or traveling 

freely across state lines. Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 

otherwise well meaning endeavors to educate hearing impaired people 

customarily sought to rehabilitate them or convert them into half-baked versions 

of hearing people rather than to nurture their unique qualities. These and 

countless other pathologically disparaging assessments and behaviors have 

diminished over time but nonetheless still taint today's society. 

Confusion and disagreement over language use account for many historical 

misperceptions about deafuess. Uninformed hearing people naturally think of 

gesturaVsigned language as a primitive, pantomimic code used to approximate an 

allegedly more sophisticated oral language. A host of inaccurate assumptions 

(e.g., sign language is iconic, concrete, and universal) intensify this 

misunderstanding and fuel the glaring delusion that deaf-signing people are 

necessarily inferior, disabled versions of hearing-speaking people. In 1883, 

Alexander Graham Bell even designated the American deaf community, united 

through a common manual language, as a "defective race of human beings" and 
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thus a "great calamity to the world.,,16 Such harsh, medicalized appraisals 

instigate fervent oppression of manual language and the culture it defines. Sign 

language opponents champion oral training for deaf youngsters by insisting that 

speech eases assimilation into mainstream life and makes for more fully 

functional, normal human beings. Advocates embrace sign language as a 

manifestation of culture and a primary gateway to early intellectual development. 

Since the latter 1 970s, the concept of "total communication" has partially 

mediated this dispute by encouraging simultaneous use of numerous expressive 

forms. Still, communication controversies and their troubling ramifications 

linger, despite overwhelming, indisputable evidence amassed since the 1970s that 

American Sign Language has codified linguistic properties, just like English or 

any other spoken language. 

Heated argument about the efficacy of cochlear implants currently aggravates 

the ongoing communication controversy. The implant is a technical device 

surgically inserted into a hearing impaired person's skull to amplify sensations of 

sound. Some physicians and hearing parents of deaf children regard this tool as a 

cure for deafness, as a way to correct a nagging problem and facilitate the hearing 

impaired person's indoctrination into the dominant oral/aural society. Said 

another way, some think implants fix abnormal people burdened by a defect they 

desperately hope to remove. Opponents caution against simplistic, overzealous 

expectations, for implants can enhance sounds but cannot eliminate deafness. The 

National Association of the Deaf urges parents and physicians to focus on the 

whole child, to consider implants only one of many possible means to encourage 

early language, literacy, and cognitive advances. The true affliction is less the 

hearing loss than the deprivation hearing impaired people suffer in intellectual, 

social, and cultural growth when unable to access the world through natural 

language. The battle rages on. 

Across time, but slowly, deaf people have secured some empowerment 

through social and legislative initiatives. This trend peaked in 1988 with 
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Gallaudet University's (world's only liberal arts university specifically for 

hearing impaired people) "Deaf President Now" protest. The student led, 

weeklong rebellion culminated in profound changes 10 the university's 

administrative organization, including the appointment of the 124-year-old 

institution's first deaf president. Within the deaf culture, this event symbolized a 

significant step forward in self-determination and identity, which steadily 

strengthens. 

This returns us to the paradox alluded to earlier. Deaf culture history and 

issues surrounding deafness abound with compelling conflicts and personalities. 

Yet, few deaf or hearing playwrights dramatically represent any of it. The 1987 

Gallaudet Encyclopedia of Deaf People and Deafness makes the sobering 

observation that "No play with a deaf theme written by a deaf playwright has been 

produced by commercial theatre.,,17 The same is true at the time of this 

publication. Mark Medoff, himself, humbly dismisses the enormous success and 

influence of Children ofa Lesser God by saying, "The great deaf play still hasn't 

been written. The great deaf play has got to come from a deafplaywright.,,18 

So why has this not happened? Does cultural stigmatization discredit 

deafness and make it unworthy? Does oppression of deaf playwrights preclude 

development of their work? Do the majority of dramatists, producers, and 

theatre-goers consider Children ofa Lesser God the deaf play that says it all, like 

some might still perceive Lorraine Hansberry's A Raisin in the Sun as the 

African-American play? Or does signed-spoken interpretation for purposes of 

accessibility impose too many logistical and financial complexities? Deaf 

playwright/actor/teacher Willy Conley blames the problem on the absence of 

long-term collaboration between mainstream professional theatres and deaf 

artists, that sort of cooperation that both nourishes talent and educates prospective 

audiences. 19 Hearing deaf community historian John Vickrey Van Cleve thinks 

the hearing majority finds lots of interest in sign language but little in the 

everyday goings on within the actual deaf community.20 Whatever the case, the 

http:community.20
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dramatic representation of deaf people and some culturally related issues 

complements the pluralistic social perspective overtaking today's world and thus 

deserves more exploration and exposure. In this respect, Mark Medoff continues 

to lead the way. 

The Plays 

Before examining the five playscripts individually, it is useful to consider 

three of many important through-lines uniting them: Phyllis Frelich, the 

disposition of central characters, and playwright challenges. 

'Phyllis Frelich, an ~ncandescent actor whose career now spans thirty-six years, 

is the oldest of nine deaf children, born in 1944 to deaf parents in rural Devil's 

Lake, North Dakota. She describes her family as secure and self-assured, as the 

sort of people from whom she "inherited a deep pride, a conviction that deafness 

is a special and estimable culture.,,21 Taught to say "I can rather than 1 can't,,,22 

Frelich pursued the seemingly impossible life-long dream of becoming an actor at 

a time in the mid-1960s when no professional jobs for deaf actors and, hence, few 

deaf role models existed. After graduating from Devil's Lake School for the 

Deaf, she attended Washington, D.C.'s Gallaudet University, where she eagerly 

enrolled in theatre classes and snagged starring roles in the production program. 

In 1967 she completed a library science degree23 and became a founding member 

of David Hays' then embryonic National Theatre of the Deaf (NTD) based at the 

Eugene O'Neill Center in Waterford, Connecticut. At the same time, Frelich met 

and fell in love with Bob Steinberg, a hearing NTD stage manager who she 

married one year later. From that time to the present, she has assembled extensive 

credentials as actor (stage, film, and TV), teacher, and keynote speaker. Career 

highlights include the 1980 Tony Award as best actress in Children of a Lesser 

God, a 1977 Tony Award shared by NTD company members, and a 1985 Emmy 

nomination for the film Love is Never Silent. 
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Frelich is an ebullient lady who radiates joy, confidence, and affection. For 

her, deafness is a natural and comfortable state characterizing her central life roles 

as wife, mother, and actor. Although she and Steinberg, like all couples, 

occasionally wrestle with communication lapses, long ago they adapted to 

language differences. Steinberg signs fluently and, to some measure - as much as 

is possible for a profoundly deaf person - Frelich lip-reads and speaks; yet, she 

does so sparingly and only with family and close friends "because of what she 

presumes is the unusual quality of her voice.,,24 American Sign Language 

remains her native and principal means of communication. When asked about the 

silence in which she lives, she admits some small regret in not hearing her 

children's laughter or the audiences' applause but exuberantly describes how her 

acute visual sense enables her to "hear sound in what I see.,,25 An adventurous, 

sensitive, gifted, remarkably charismatic person/actor, Frelich captured Medoffs 

heart and artistic commitment well over twenty years ago. Without her, these five 

plays most likely would not exist. 

Another through-line - this one quite layered and intricate - concerns the 

somewhat alienating dispositions of the five central characters Frelich has 

embodied: Sarah Nonnan in Children of a Lesser God, Marieta Yerby in The 

Hands of Its Enemy, Esther Leeper in Prymate, Eloisa Scrooge in A Christmas 

Carousel, and Edna Basker in Road to a Revolution. Within her own unique 

circumstances, each character struggles intensely to protect fragile, deep-set 

secrets, fears, and vulnerabilities. For instance, Sarah Nonnan steels herself 

against ignorant, hurtful perceptions of how deafness defines her as a person; 

against feelings of frustration and guilt that splinter her family unity; and against 

manipulative attempts to strip away her identity. Marieta Yerby ferociously 

suppresses past instances of parental sexual abuse and the shame she suffers for 

the subsequent disintegration of her family. Edna Basker, also sexually abused as 

a young woman, staunchly refuses to confront its horrific, debilitating aftereffects 

on her marriage, career, and self-image. And so on. Unable to completely expose 
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innennost points of frailty and insecurity, to freely give themselves over to loved 

ones and friends, the characters sometimes appear unapproachable, defensive, 

threatened, unkind, angry, or otherwise relatively disengaged. To varying 

degrees, language differences may contribute to these problems, but they do not 

wholly detennine them, not even in Children of a Lesser God. With respect to 

this dynamic, Medoff thinks of his characters as being on a slow or long (and no 

doubt painful) learning arc. A part of them always remains uncivilized, 

incomplete, and unfulfilled until they find the resourcefulness and faith to risk 

hurt or rejection, to love unconditionally, to commit to every particle of life one

hundred percent. Until they do so, they alienate themselves from vital life 

experiences and relationships. This internal discord reverberates in all five plays. 

A final through-line involves challenges Medoff establishes for himself as 

well as for actors, directors, and audiences. The first resides in dense 

characterizations, relationships, issues, conflicts, and fonns of storytelling. 

Medoff bluntly admits something of an obligation - and certainly a preference 

to stretch himself and his collaborators, to structure plays inventively, to excavate 

dangerous depths of human experiences and social concerns, to push aesthetic and 

behavioral boundaries. After all these years, he says he now "feels comfortable 

going anywhere I can convince myself I can go. And there's nowhere I can't go 

with sufficient intellectual and imaginative preparation and Iiberation.,,2h This 

journey cuts across cultures, races, genders, generations, and topics like 

linguistics, AIDS, discrimination, alcoholism, drugs, physical and psychological 

abuse, murder, terrorism, and more. Andrew Shea, director of the original version 

of Prymate, describes Medoff as someone with serious subjects on his mind, as 

one who does not cater to theatre companies wanting only feel-good plays; rather, 

he da~es audiences to examine typical knee-jerk, conventional morality and to 

come to tenns with puzzling questions about human nature.27 There is nothing 

easily digestible about Medoffs plays - and there has not been since his hugely 

successful but emotionally wrenching beginnings with The Wager (1972) and 

http:nature.27
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When You Comin ' Back, Red Ryder (1973) and continuing even now with his 

racially charged Tommy J & Sally (2002). 

The second challenge, specifically related to mixtures of deaf and hearing 

characters/actors and accompanying language differences, manifests itself in 

numerous ways: 1) Medoff must devise interpretive means to make the dialogue 

understandable to all audience members but do so in ways that enrich rather than 

corrupt each play's aesthetic integrity; 2) someone (usually Frelich with the aid of 

a sign master) must translate English dialogue into American Sign Language or 

some pidgin equivalent; 3) hearing actors who sign in the plays must gain credible 

proficiency in this distinctly different and demanding communication mode; 4) all 

actors - most especially Frelich - must learn new on-stage adaptation strategies 

when unforeseen complications arise and cannot be resolved through shared 

language; and 5) audiences must make sense out of a biculturallbilingual 

production. Medoff, Frelich, and select others manage the first four hurdles 

through combinations of ingenuity, spontaneity, and pure collaborative diligence. 

Surprisingly, the fifth is less a problem than a blessing and a point of artistic 

intrigue. 

In 1979 when Children ofa Lesser God premiered at the Mark Taper Forum, 

director Gordon Davidson praised the play's triangular merging of the two central 

characters with the audience. He noticed that predominantly hearing audiences 

could not rely entirely upon James' translations of Sarah's thoughts to fully 

appreciate the characters' multi-faceted relationship. He became convinced that 

eventually the audience would "stop depending absolutely on translation ... [and] 

begin to meet Sarah on a one-to-one basis.,,28 The prospect of audiences finding 

fresh meaning in an archetypal romance, of seeing "familiar problems with new 

eyes ... or, in this case, a new way of listening," thrilled Davidson and Medoff9 

and, as it turns out, the entire theatrical community. Twenty-five years later, 

Medoff still imaginatively probes these accessibility parameters. In the 2004 

revision of Prymate at Florida State University, for instance, he and director Ed 
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Sherin tested perhaps the very limits of this convention. More than ever before, 

they minimized literal translation and instead trusted authorial and directorial 

storytelling cohesiveness and Frelich's genius to engage audiences powerfully 

and meaningfully on all levels. 

There is plenty tantalizing, edifying, and satisfying, but little easy about Mark 

Medoffs plays. 

Children ofa Lesser God 

Children ofa Lesser God dramatizes the fluctuating and evolving relationship 

between a hearing man and a deaf woman. Although the play stands now as an 

unrivaled landmark creation in its representation of deaf characters and some deaf 

culture issues (e.g., language controversies, stigmatization, contrasting attitudes 

about deaf culture involvement, family difficulties when parents are hearing and 

children are deaf, and more), it is by design a love story. Medoff chuckles when 

he describes the simplicity of the play's genesis: 

I was simply at a point in my life where I knew I wanted to 

write a love story. It was going to be heterosexual, so I knew 

there was going to be a man and a woman, and it happened 

that at that time I met Phyllis Frelich ... who was female and 

deaf and who couldn't be un-female and un-deaf. So . . . 

[ she] became the embodiment of one character. 30 

Now twenty-four years after Children of a Lesser God's Broadway premiere, 

Medoff still feels amazed and gratified - and perhaps even a little befuddled - by 

the play's enduring impression on audiences worldwide: an event that "binds 

people together, makes them laugh and cry, alters their perspective, something 

finally that - in any language, anywhere on the planet - deeply affects people, if 

only for a little while.,,31 He also relishes the reaffirmation of faith he experiences 

time and again as people of disparate cultures, languages, and points of view unite 

to produce the play and end up more richly humane and aware than when they 


